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A B S T R A C T

It is known that metal artifacts can be reduced by modifying standard acquisition and reconstruction, by
modifying projection data and/or image data and by using virtual monochromatic imaging extracted from dual-
energy CT. In this review we focus on the origin of metal artifacts, technical background of commercially
available metal artifact reduction (MAR) algorithms and the value of dual-energy CT and MAR software for
different metal hardware in current clinical practice. Virtual monochromatic imaging reduces beam-hardening
artifacts, where metal artifact reduction software effectively reduces artifacts caused by extensive photon-star-
vation. Both techniques have their advantages and disadvantages, and the combination of both techniques is
often but not always the best solution regarding metal artifact reduction. Advances in prosthetic imaging are
reinforced by advances in prosthetic design. Providing implant specific information prior to scanning is im-
portant in order to adjust the metal artifact reduction approach, minimize artifacts and optimize image quality
and diagnostic value of CT.

1. Introduction

Major improvements in both image acquisition and reconstruction
have been achieved in the past decades, which has lead to an increase in
image quality in computed tomography (CT) [1]. Despite these tech-
nological advances, there are still artifacts that are not completely
overcome. Artifacts, which are caused by metal implants, are present in
different degrees of severity due to the variety of metals, shapes, and
sizes used [2]. These artifacts impede the value and diagnostic accuracy
of CT regarding the visualization of bone, bone-metal interfaces and
soft tissue structures.

Contributors to metal artifacts are beam hardening, scatter, noise,
photon starvation and edge effects [3] (Fig. 1). These contributions
result in a reconstruction of near metal tissue using corrupted data,
ultimately resulting in a wrong representation of the tissue. Analysis of
tissue near metal therefore becomes unreliable and often impossible
depending on the amount and composition of the metal in situ.

Beam hardening results in dark streaks between high attenuating
objects [4]. The origin of this artifact lies in the fact that the x-ray beam
is polychromatic i.e. does not consist of a single energy. When passing
through matter, the photon flux will exponentially decrease. Due to the

high density and high atomic number of most metals the absorption of
low energies is substantial. This results in a hardened beam due to a
detection of relatively few low-energy photons and many high-energy
photons. The detector therefore detects too much energy which results
in dark streaks after reconstruction if there are no or too little ‘correct’
projections available [5]. Scatter changes the direction of the incident
photons. Reconstruction algorithms however, assume a straight line
from tube to detector. In this way, the scattered photons end up in the
wrong detector. The scattered photons add to the measured intensity
and lead to an underestimation of the absorption and thus to dark
streaks in the image, where white streaks are caused by an over-
estimation of the absorption. Photon starvation can be seen in high-
density metals and in metals with a high atomic number. It leads to low
photon counts and thus to increased noise and missing projection data.
The background signal of the detector also adds to the noise level when
no photons are detected at all [6]. This leads to dark streaks in the final
reconstructed image where the metal is completely white. Edge effects
can be observed at sharp edges between high and low attenuating tis-
sues, for example an amalgam crown in the oral cavity. At those points
the difference between the attenuation in infinitely small lines used in
filtered back-projection (FBP) and the true x-ray beam is maximal. Edge
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effects always leads to bright or dark lucent streaks [7] and therefore
decrease the associated grey value along long edges. Noise, or the
fluctuations in CT numbers of a uniform material, is generally not
considered as an artifact although it has an effect on the final image.
These fluctuations appear as graininess on CT images and are caused
since the number of photons to form an image is limited [8].

In general, three steps can be distinguished in the CT reconstruction
process: projection data acquisition, image reconstruction and post-
processing. In all these steps, manipulations can be performed to im-
prove the image quality and reduce metal artifacts. Metal artifact re-
duction (MAR) techniques focus on tackling these problems, either by
minimizing the physical origin of the artifact or correcting for the ar-
tifacts in the image data or projection data. With current metal artifact
reduction approaches, a totally new era of prosthetic imaging has
started, since we are able to see the interface between the metallic
surface and the osseous tissue. In this review we focus on the origin of
metal artifacts, technical background of commercially available metal
artifact reduction algorithms and the value of dual-energy CT and MAR
software for different metal hardware in current clinical practice.

2. Metal artifact reduction strategies

Metal artifact reduction strategies are based on the reduction of all
its primary causes i.e. beam hardening, scatter, photon starvation,
noise, edge effects [7] and the combined effect. The chosen strategies
can be categorized in three main approaches: 1) Modifying standard
acquisition and reconstruction, 2) Modifying projection data and/or
image data, 3) Applications of dual-energy CT (DECT). In our descrip-
tion and evaluation of the methods presented in literature we will
follow this categorization.

2.1. Modifying standard acquisition and reconstruction

Increasing the kVp and mAs are traditional remedies to reduce the
amount of metal artifacts. When increasing the average photon energy
by increasing kVp, more photons will reach the detector since low-en-
ergy photons are more easily attenuated by metal objects than high-
energy photons with a higher penetration. Furthermore, increasing the
number of photons by increasing the mAs value will increase the
number of photons that reach the detector thereby reducing noise and
photon-starvation. Reducing the total collimation i.e. the detector
width will reduce scatter. After image acquisition, the use of an ex-
tended Hounsfield Unit (HU) scale and use of a soft reconstruction
kernel instead of a bone kernel reduces the visual conspicuity of metal
artifacts [9].

By switching to more advanced iterative (IR) and model-based
iterative reconstruction (MBIR) algorithms instead of standard FBP,
more physical data and photon statistics is included in the reconstruc-
tion, which in theory minimizes scatter and edge effects by using cor-
rection algorithms [1,9]. In this way metal artifacts are reduced and
overall image quality improves. Boudabbous et al. [10] investigated the
value of MBIR compared to FBP regarding metal artifacts in 62 patients
[10]. MBIR reduced metal artifacts and hence allowed an equal or
better visibility of the bone-metal interfaces, as well as a better as-
sessment of soft tissue around the metal implants. The size of the arti-
facts reduced and subjective image quality improved. Table 1 sum-
marizes several ways to reduce metal artifacts by adjusting acquisition,
reconstruction and visualization parameters [1,9,11–14]. It also sum-
marizes advantages and disadvantages of the different measures taken.

Fig. 1. a and b Beam hardening, photon starvation and scatter produce dark lines between hip replacements (1a, left). A combination of these artifacts originating
from dental implants made of high molecular weight metals. (1b, right) (with courtesy of Isala, Zwolle, The Netherlands).

Table 1
Adjusting acquisition, reconstruction and visualization parameters can reduce metal artifacts. Each of these adjustments has advantages and disadvantages.

Advantage Disadvantage

Acquisition

• Increase tube current (mAs) • Reduced photon-starvation • Increased radiation exposure

• Increase tube voltage (kVp) • Increased photon penetration • Increased radiation exposure

• Reduce total collimation i.e. the detector width • Reduced scatter and partial volume
averaging

• Increased scan time

• Lower pitch • Reduced image noise • Increased radiation exposure when mAs is not adapted

Reconstruction

• Use of (model-based) iterative reconstruction
techniques

• Reduced amplification of artifacts • Computationally intensive, possible reduced spatial resolution

• Change from bone to soft reconstruction kernel • Reduced visual conspicuity of metal
artifacts

• Reduced spatial resolution

• Increase slice thickness • Reduced image noise • Partial volume artifacts

Visualization

• Use of an extended Hounsfield unit scale • Reduced visual conspicuity of metal
artifacts.

• Limited availability and compatibility and decreased contrast
resolution
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2.2. Modifying projection data and/or image data

2.2.1. General background of MAR algorithms
Several MAR algorithms have been developed the past decades. The

basis of MAR techniques was presented by Kalender in 1987 who pro-
posed an in-painting method which identifies the corrupted projection
data caused by the presence of metal and subsequently replaces this
corrupted projection data with averaged or interpolated data of
neighboring detector elements [15]. To this end an uncorrected image
is constructed from CT projection data or sinogram [16]. A metal image
is subsequently created by means of thresholding. In this process all
pixels with a higher value are considered to belong to the metal CT
image. The metal image is forward projected into a metal sinogram,
which is combined with the original sinogram. The new sinogram is
back-projected to create a corrected image, which can be used as input
for further corrections. Although this process reduces metal artifacts, it
can also create new artifacts due to the limitations of thresholding
yielding an imperfect new sinogram [17].

The use of an artifact free prior image can reduce the introduction of
new artifacts [18]. A prior image is created by thresholding of the
uncorrected image, with thresholds that correspond to air, soft tissue
and bone tissue, in order to create a non-metal and metal image. The
original sinogram pixel values are divided by the sinogram of the prior
image in order to normalize it, which leads to homogeneous pixel va-
lues outside the metal trace. This results in an improved replacement of
the metal by in-painting or by linear interpolation. Meyer et al. [19]
showed that after de-normalization, a Normalized Metal Artifact Re-
duction (NMAR) image can be created by filtered back-projection and
insertion of the metal image [19].

An improvement to this algorithm uses frequency splitting (FS) of
the uncorrected and NMAR image [20]. This FSMAR algorithm com-
bines a high frequency map of the uncorrected image domain and a low
frequency map of the NMAR image domain. This FSMAR algorithm
combines the near metal contrast of the uncorrected and NMAR image
with the structural information of the NMAR image. In this way, all
data from the more unreliable uncorrected image is combined with the
more reliable NMAR image, which results in sharper edges.

A number of groups have developed refinements of MAR methods
that are partly incorporated in commercially available algorithms of the
main vendors including adaptive mixing [21,22], tissue modeling and
adaptive filtering [23] and iterative frequency splitting [24]

2.2.2. Commercial MAR algorithms
Major vendors use iterative MAR algorithms (see Table 2). MAR

software of Siemens (MAR in Image Space: MARIS and Iterative MAR:
IMAR), Philips (Orthopedic MAR: O-MAR), GE (Smart MAR: MAR or
MARS) and Toshiba (Single-Energy MAR: SEMAR) are all based on in-

painting, in-painting with prior image, frequency splitting or a combi-
nation of these techniques [25–28]. However, detailed technical back-
ground information of vendor specific MAR approaches remains undi-
sclosed.

Several groups published results using commercially available MAR
algorithms from the four main vendors. Li et al. [29] investigated the
orthopedic metal artifact reduction algorithm O-MAR on a 16-slice CT
scanner regarding radiation therapy planning in a phantom and 10
patients with hip implants [29]. CT number accuracy and noise im-
proved, especially in bilateral hip prosthesis and overall image quality
and conspicuity of critical organs was significantly improved in O-MAR
images compared to conventional images. Hilgers et al. [30] also found
that CT number accuracy was better in O-MAR reconstructions in ra-
diation therapy planning [30]. In patients with dental implants or fill-
ings O-MAR images decreased noise and improved CT number accuracy
compared to non-O-MAR images [31]. Furthermore, better qualitative
scores were obtained in the streak artifacts regarding image sharpness,
texture naturalness and degree of depiction. Boomsma et al. [32] and
Wellenberg et al. [33,34] quantified the value of O-MAR in total hip
arthroplasty imaging using a total hip arthroplasty phantom [32–34].
Overall image quality was improved when using model-based iterative
reconstruction (IMR) technique compared to iterative and standard
reconstruction. Combining IMR and O-MAR using 140-kVp resulted in
the best overall image quality and most effective artifact reduction with
improved CT number accuracy, lower noise values and higher signal-to-
noise-ratios and contrast-to-noise-ratios [33].

When reducing CT radiation dose involving metal hardware, arti-
facts and noise are amplified since the number of photons that correctly
end up the right detector is reduced. In a total hip arthroplasty phantom
study, quantitative image quality parameters were maintained while
reducing CT radiation dose up to 80% while using IMR with O-MAR
compared to FBP with MAR. O-MAR was most effective in improving
image quality in low-dose acquisitions, where metal artifacts were most
pronounced [34]. In a similar phantom study, the use of MBIR with
MAR software did not compromise the accuracy of lesion detectability
near hardware while reducing CT radiation dose with 50% compared to
FBP only. Furthermore, MBIR with MAR software was more sensitive in
detecting smaller lesions and lesions near large amounts of artifacts
[35]. Fig. 2 shows a clinical example of a patient with two large head
metal-on-metal total hip arthroplasties with reduced metal artifacts in
case of the O-MAR image. In patients with shoulder arthroplasties, Shim
et al. [77] showed that O-MAR tends to degrade the depiction of bone
trabeculae and bone cortex and generate new artifacts, including a
pseudocemented appearance and scapular pseudonotching. They sug-
gest using O-MAR complementary to non O-MAR images and not as a
replacement.

Teixeira et al. [36] investigated iterative reconstruction in 24 uni-
lateral en 24 bilateral hip patients, however with and without the use of
SEMAR. When SEMAR was associated with IR, the gluteus minimus and
medius tendons, obturator internus muscle, prostate or uterus and
bladder could be visualized with medium or high confidence. The MAR
technique appeared particularly useful when large amounts of metal
were present [36]. These results were supported by Yasaka et al. [37]
focusing on 28 patients with metal hip prostheses and Sonoda et al.
[38] focusing on SEMAR and its value in 58 patients with hip prosthesis
and embolization coils [37,38]. Regarding dental prosthesis SEMAR did
not contribute significantly [38].

The added value of IMAR was investigated by Subhas et al. [26] in 8
patients with total shoulder athroplasties [26]. In a subsequent study,
FBP and FBP with IMAR images of 40 shoulder patients and 21 hip
patients were compared preoperatively and postoperatively [39]. IMAR
resulted in more accurate CT values, a qualitative better image quality
and less streak artifacts compared to non-IMAR results. Also, in a
phantom, the readers detected more lesions with higher confidence.
However, low contrast lesions located close to the head of the prosthesis
were not detected. In spinal implants, Kotsenas et al. [40] and Aissa

Table 2
Dual-energy CT approaches, MAR algorithms and (model-based) iterative re-
construction techniques of different vendors [16].

Dual-energy CT
approach

MAR
algorithm

(Model-based) Iterative
reconstruction techniques

Siemens Dual-source and
TwinBeam

MARIS, IMAR IRIS (1-5)
Safire (1-5)
Admire (1-5)a

Philips Dual-layer detector O-MAR iDose4 (1-7)
IMR (1-3)a

GE kV-switching SMAR, MARS ASIR (0-100%),
ASIR-V (0-100%)
Veoa

Toshiba Dual-spin SEMAR AIDR (Mild, standard, strong)
AIDR 3D (Mild, standard,
strong)
FIRST (Mild, standard, strong)a

a MBIR: Model-based iterative reconstruction.
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et al. [41] found that IMAR improved the visualization of surrounding
critical soft tissues [40,41]. Severe artifacts caused by dental amalgam
hardware and other hardware in the head and neck region were re-
duced using IMAR [42,43]. However, secondary artifacts emerged.

Wagenaar et al. [44] investigated several commercial MAR techni-
ques in an anthropomorphic head and neck phantom. In addition to
each scanners’ own MAR technique, the reconstructed scans with metal
artifacts were reconstructed using a metal deletion technique (MDT).
This technique was developed by Boas et al. [6] and is based on re-
constructed images instead of sinogram data [6]. HU errors were best
reduced by O-MAR, followed by SMAR and Siemens’ metal artifact
reduction in image space (MARIS). MDT was found to be more effective
in reducing HU errors than the commercial MAR techniques [44]. An-
other comparative phantom study by Bolstad et al. [45] focused on
single energy CT with MAR software of the four main vendors. All
approaches reduced metal artifacts and despite the fact that different
reconstruction kernels were used the effect was most obvious for
SEMAR compared to IMAR, O-MAR and SMAR and in stainless steel and
cobalt chromium implants compared to titanium implants. Regarding
titanium implants, new and more severe artifacts were introduced by
the MAR algorithms [45].

2.3. Applications of dual-energy CT

DECT is a method for creating CT images which dates back to 1977
already [46]. In contrast to conventional CT, DECT reconstructs images
acquired with two photon spectra at different kVp’s. In the early days
two scans were made sequentially which induced several artifacts such

as partial volume and breathing artifacts due to movement. Nowadays,
the spectra are created by either fast kV-switching of tube voltage (GE),
having multiple tubes (Siemens), using a dual-layer detector (Philips) or
using a beam split filter (Siemens) [16,47,48]. After the projection data
has been recorded there are two ways of reconstructing an image. The
first method creates virtual monochromatic images by reconstruction
from two simultaneously acquired and processed projection data sets
[47,49]. The other method creates virtual monochromatic images in the
image domain [50,51] from separately reconstructed images at the two
kVp levels. Virtual monochromatic images are useful since these images
represent reconstructions at arbitrary average energies, which allows
for contrast optimization and artifact reduction. By extrapolating to
higher virtual monochromatic energies, the influence of low-energy
photons becomes smaller and thus less beam hardening artifacts will
arise [52,53], which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Currently there is no com-
parative data available which of the different DECT approaches is most
effective in reducing metal artifacts.

Optimal monochromatic energies (keV) vary for different kind of
metal hardware. Table 3 provides an overview of phantom and patient
studies focusing on the reduction of metal artifacts using different DECT
approaches and metal hardware with varying optimal keV’s.

Various groups have shown that DECT is capable of reducing metal
artifacts focusing on metal hardware in general [27,54–58], spine im-
plants [48,59–62], osteosynthetic fixation implants [12,63,64], hip
prosthesis [11,55,65–72] and dental implants [65,66,73,74]. Table 3
shows that there is no generalized optimal keV regarding metal hard-
ware. These discrepancies in keV’s might be explained by the differ-
ences in metal alloy, shape and size or geometry of the implant, body

Fig. 2. Large head bilateral Metal-on-Metal total hip arthroplasties a) without and b) with the use of O-MAR. Images were acquired at 140 kVp and reconstructed
using iterative reconstruction iDose4 level 4 (with courtesy of Isala, Zwolle, The Netherlands).

Fig. 3. Dual-source Sn150/100 kVp virtual monochromatic images extracted at a) 40 keV, b) 70 keV, c) 130 keV and d) 190 keV in a patient with a suspected non-
union of the femur fixated with a titanium intramedullary nail (with courtesy of the Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).
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region and used acquisition parameters.
Meinel et al. [55] showed that when using tin (Sn) filtered dual-

source CT, Sn140/80kVp was inferior to Sn140/100kVp when scanning
the neck of steel hip prostheses. In DECT a greater difference in tube

voltages enhances the spectral separation, which can also be valuable in
other DECT applications. However regarding artifacts, the use of a
lower kVp for one of the two tubes increases the presence of metal
artifacts in the resultant images [55]. This is presumably caused by the

Table 3
a and b Overview of DECT studies focusing on MAR (a) without the use of MAR software and (b) with the use additional MAR software.

a) DECT with no MAR
software

Dual-energy approach Optimal keV and investigated
range

Patients Phantom

Bamberg et al. [56] Dual-source
100-140 kVp

119.5 ± 13.5 keV (95-
150 keV)
Range: 64-190 keV

Patients (n= 31) with various metal
hardware

–

Zhou et al. [64] Dual-source
80-140 kVp

130 keV
Range: 40-190 keV

Patients (n= 47) with various fixation
implants in the extremities and vertebrae

–

Meinel et al. [55] Dual-source
80-140 kVp and
100-140 kVp

113 keV (100-130 keV)
Range: 64-190 keV

Patients (n= 22) with various metal
hardware

Phantom with titanium and steel hip
prosthesis

Guggenberger et al.
[61]

Dual-source
100-140 kVp

123-141 keV
Range: 64-190 keV

– Phantom with titanium spinal fusion
implants

Lewis et al. [11] Dual-source
100-140 kVp

150 keV
Range: 40-190 keV

– Phantom with different total hip
replacements and a Catphan 500
phantom

Mangold et al. [63] Sequential scanning
80 and 140 kVp

Only 130 keV was used Patients (n= 50) with implants after
osteosynthetic fracture treatment

–

Komlosi et al. [48] kV-switching
80-140 kVp

>90 keV titanium,
> 110 keV cobalt chromium
Range: 70-130 keV

– Phantom with titanium and cobalt
chromium spinal fixation rods

Filograna et al. [54] Dual-source
100-140 kVp

137.1 ± 4.9 keV (130-
148 keV)
Range: 64-190 keV

Post mortem (n= 20) with various metal
hardware

–

Higashigaito et al. [72] Dual-source
100-150 kVp versus
IMAR

84-143 keV
Range: 40-190 keV

– Pelvis phantom with unilateral and
bilateral stainless steel and titanium
inserts

Dong et al. [59] kV-switching
80-140 kVp

120 keV
Range: 60-140 keV

Patients (n= 45) with titanium spine
screws

–

Wellenberg et al. [68] Dual-layer detector
120 kVp and 140 kVp

74-150 keV
Range: 74-200 keV

– Phantom with TiAlV and CoCrMo
total hip prosthesis

Neuhaus et al. [57] Dual-layer detector
120 kVp

149.2 ± 39.4 keV (140 keV)
Range: 64-200 keV

Patients (n= 35) with various metal
hardware

–

Hokamp et al. [62] Dual-layer detector
120 kVp versus O-MAR

Subjective 140 keV, objective
200 keV
Range: 40-200 keV

Patients (n= 28) with orthopedic
implants in the spine

–

b) DECT with MAR
software

Dual-energy approach Optimal keV and investigated
range

Patients Phantom

Lee et al. [27] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

80 keV titanium, 110 keV
stainless steel
Range: 40-140 keV

Patients (n= 26) with various metal
hardware

Phantom with a titanium and
stainless steel fixation plate

Wang et al. [60] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

110-140 keV
Range: 65-140 keV

Patients (n= 18) with titanium pedicle
spine screws

–

Han et al. [70] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

No optimal keV provided
Range: 40-140 keV

Patients (n= 53) with different metal
hip prosthesis and screws at the femur
neck

Pelvis phantoms with small bladder
lesions and metal hip prostheses

Wang et al. [67] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

110-120 keV
Range: 70-140 keV

Patients (n= 23) with CoCrMo total hip
prosthesis

–

Dabirrahmani et al. [75] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

140 keV
Range: 60-140 keV

– Phantoms with cobalt chromium,
titanium and stainless steel implants

Huang et al. [66] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

Only 140 keV was used – Hip, dental, and thoracic phantoms
with titanium, aluminum, stainless
steel, cerrobend insertions

De Crop et al. [73] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

No optimal keV could be
identified
Range: 40-140 keV

Dental cadaver with CoCr, Ti and Zr
insertions

Catphan phantom with a CoCr
cylindrical insertion

Andersson et al. [69] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp
Dual-source+MAR
100-140 kVp

Only 110 keV was used – Phantom with cobalt chromium hip
prosthesis

Bongers et al. [65] Dual-source+MAR
100-140 kVp

Only 130 keV was used Patients (n= 46) with various hip and
dental hardware

–

Reynoso et al. [58] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

Only 140 keV was used Patients (n= 80) with various metal
hardware

–

Cha et al. [74] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

70-110 keV
Range: 40-140 keV

Patients (n= 20) with metallic dental
prostheses

–

Yue et al. [71] kV-switching+MAR
80-140 kVp

120-140 keV
Range: 80-140 keV

Patients (n=35) with stainless steel and
titanium unilateral hip arthroplasties

–
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fact that low-energy photons are more easily attenuated than high-en-
ergy photons. Lewis et al. [11] measured CT values and standard de-
viations in a hip phantom with gelatin and a Catphan phantom. No loss
of high contrast line pair resolution was observed with no significant
loss of spatial resolution while reducing streak artifacts up to 74% at
150 keV [11].

Several DECT studies confirmed that light metal alloys such as ti-
tanium generally cause far less artifacts than heavier metals such as
stainless steel and cobalt chromium alloys [27,48,55,66,68,72]. Fur-
thermore an increasing diameter or length of the metal hardware re-
sults in increased artifact severity [61]. The use of additional MAR
software maintains mandatory in severe artifacts in order to reduce
extensive photon starvation and scatter. Neuhaus et al. [57] found that
in general 140 keV was optimal, however that in 20% of the cases
higher keV’s were chosen. Regarding hip prostheses, 200 keV was se-
lected as the optimal image for all cases. In total hip prosthesis and
especially in bilateral prosthesis there is no or little artifact reduction
observed when using virtual monochromatic imaging only [65–68,72].
In these severe artifacts caused by bilateral hip prostheses and uni-
lateral steel prostheses, IMAR outperformed monochromatic imaging
[72]. Groβe Hokamp et al. [62] state that O-MAR and virtual mono-
chromatic imaging both result in a significant reduction of metal arti-
facts with no clear superiority of one method over the other. Regarding
O-MAR however, the introduction of new artifacts was observed in
some cases [62]. As with conventional CT imaging, reducing CT ra-
diation dose also increases metal artifact severity in THA imaging using
dual-energy CT [68].

Fig. 4 illustrates that both MAR software and DECT reduce metal
artifacts effectively in a patient with a suspected non-union of the femur

treated with a stainless-steel fixation implant. Acquiring virtual
monochromatic DECT images is not feasible on old generation CT
scanners. On these systems, being able to use MAR software is essential,
especially in patients with total hip arthroplasties in order to enhance
the visibility of soft tissue and bone pathology (Fig. 5). Despite the fact
that secondary artifacts could be introduced in smaller and lightweight
metal hardware using MAR software on conventional CT systems, ar-
tifacts are reduced effectively and its use is more beneficial than not
using MAR software at all.

2.4. The use of MAR and DECT

A logical step in further reducing of metal artifacts is the combi-
nation of dual-energy CT as an acquisition technique and MAR algo-
rithms for post-processing. Several studies investigated the combined
use of virtual monochromatic imaging and MAR software, which are
summarized in Table 3b.

The value of Gemstone Spectral Imaging (GSI) combined with MAR
software (MARS) is investigated in several patient and phantom studies
[27,58,60,67,70,71,74,75]. In a phantom study Lee et al. [27] found
that the combination of GSI and MARS is effective for the visualization
of stainless steel prosthesis. Regarding titanium prosthesis the value of
MARS additional to GSI may be limited [27]. In a study by Han et al.
[70], radiologists judged the image quality of GSI with MARS to be
much better than normal GSI in different types of metal hip prostheses
in the pelvic cavity [70]. Image quality improved even though sec-
ondary artifacts were created where in some cases the image quality
was even worse with MARS than without [70]. Wang et al. [67] con-
firmed these outcomes stating that in certain cases GSI without MARS

Fig. 4. Images of a patient with a suspected non-union of
the femur treated with a stainless-steel fixation implant
are shown. Fig. 4a/b illustrate a conventional 120-kVp
image reconstructed a) without iMAR and b) with iMAR.
Fig. 4c illustrates a 150 keV monochromatic image ac-
quired with Sn150/100 kVp dual-source CT, 2 months
prior to the conventional CT image shown in Fig. 4a and b
(with courtesy of the Academic Medical Center, Am-
sterdam, The Netherlands).

Fig. 5. In this patient with bilateral total hip
arthroplasties, pseudo-tumor formation due to
distension of the bursa iliopectinea on the right
side in relation to the THA could easily be
missed on the conventional CT images shown
in Fig. 5a. In Fig. 5b, the use of additional MAR
software enhances the visibility of this soft
tissue pathology, indicated by the red arrow
(with courtesy of Isala, Zwolle, The Nether-
lands).
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resulted in more reliable images for clinical situations in patients with
cobalt chromium hip prosthesis [67]. Artifacts were most effectively
reduced at 140 keV, which was the highest energy investigated. Com-
parable results were found by Yue et al. [71], focusing on patients with
unilateral hip arthroplasties and Dabirrahmani et al. [75] investigating
phantoms with cobalt chromium, titanium and stainless steel implants
[71,75]. Regarding titanium pedicle screws, Wang et al. [60] found that
the width of the screws was measured with little errors above 100 keV.
The shape of the screws was slightly distorted in MARS reconstructions
which could not satisfy the clinicians [60]. Also results of this study
showed that MARS did not always perform better. In 80 patients with
metal implants in various regions, Reynoso et al. [58] found that
periprosthetic monochromatic 140 keV images with MARS were better
than monochromatic imaging alone regarding bone, fat and soft tissue.
Results showed that energy levels should be adjusted to each tissue type
and anatomic area in order to achieve an optimal performance in the
evaluation of attenuation levels. Also in this study the image quality
and interpretability was better, despite the presence of secondary ar-
tifacts [58]. Concerning patients with metallic dental prosthesis, Cha
et al. [74] found that MARS with moderate keV reconstruction between
70–100 keV showed the best results [74]. Above 100 keV a plateau
pattern of the artifacts was seen with decreased tissue contrast.

In 2015, Bongers et al. combined 130 keV DECT with IMAR on hip
prosthesis and dental implants [65]. Clinicians agreed that the combi-
nation of IMAR and DECT reduced the metal artifacts the most. IMAR

performed better than just DECT while both were better than single
energy CT in both hip prosthesis and dental implants [65]. With respect
to the oral cavity, De Crop et al. [73] investigated the effect of kVp,
iterative reconstruction, DECT and MAR algorithms [73]. Dental fillings
were simulated by inserting cylindrical implants of CoCr, Ti and Zr of
4mm diameter and 10mm length in a cadaver. Zirconium was found to
cause the biggest artifact area, artifact index and standard deviation,
followed by CoCr and Ti. Model-based iterative reconstruction leads to
an increased image quality as well as a smaller artifact index. Increasing
the keV reduced the artifact area while this effect was not so clear when
the MAR algorithm was included. In most cases, including the MAR
algorithm lead to a worse image quality. [73].

Comparisons of DECT and MAR approaches from different vendors
were made by Huang et al. [66] and Andersson et al. [69]. The first
group investigated the value of DECT and SECT combined with MAR in
a phantom with bilateral cobalt chromium hip prosthesis in different
vendors [69]. The use of DECT alone appeared to be insufficient and did
in some cases increase the noise in the space between the prosthesis.
MAR combined with conventional and dual-energy CT did reduce noise
significantly. Secondary artifacts were introduced and these secondary
artifacts were particularly obvious when the SEMAR algorithm was
combined with IR [69]. Three metal artifact reduction methods in-
cluding the O-MAR algorithm using SECT and monochromatic GSI and
GSI with MARS were compared by Huang et al. [66]. The MAR ap-
proaches were tested on implant size, artifact reduction capability and

Fig. 6. 120 kVp conventional CT, dual-layer CT (200 keV), conventional+O-MAR and dual-layer CT (200 keV) + O-MAR in soft tissue window (width 350/ level
40, left) and bone window (width 1600/ level 400, right) (with courtesy of Cliniques Universitaires St-Luc, UCL Brussels).
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CT number accuracy using a hip prosthesis, dental and thoracic
phantom with aluminum, stainless steel, titanium and cerrobend in-
sertions. CT number accuracy became worse from titanium to unilateral
stainless steel and bilateral stainless steel respectively for all MAR
methods, which improved substantially in 140 keV images. GSI MARS
performed almost 10% better than Philips O-MAR and GSI without
MARS. All methods were able to reduce the metal artifacts created by
hip prosthesis but were most successful for spinal fixation rods. How-
ever, none of the methods showed good results for metal artifact re-
duction in the dental cavity since the MAR algorithms created sec-
ondary artifacts, which lead to a greater error in Hounsfield units [66].

In general, the combination of MAR software and virtual mono-
chromatic imaging can further reduce metal artifacts (Fig. 6), but it can
also affect the appearance of metal implants [27,66,76], over or un-
derestimate the size of the implant [75,76] or introduce secondary ar-
tifacts [58,66,69,70,76]. Advances in prosthetic imaging are reinforced
by advances in prosthetic design itself. By improving the geometry,
using smaller and lightweight implants or using metal substitutes, the
presence of artifacts could be reduced in the first place.

3. Conclusions

In musculoskeletal CT imaging, adjusting acquisition, reconstruc-
tion and visualization parameters and the use of monochromatic DECT
imaging with or without additional MAR software reduces metal arti-
facts produced by metal hardware. In addition, MBIR also reduces
metal artifacts and improves overall image quality. Regarding its value
in musculoskeletal CT imaging, further research is essential since
images may appear too smooth and the possible reduction of spatial
resolution may result in a loss of small details and affect the appearance
of clinical findings such as fractures. DECT is able to reduce beam-
hardening artifacts but not scatter, photon starvation and edge effects.
It is difficult to define a general optimal keV. However, most studies
find keV’s in the range of 110–150 keV where 130 keV is sufficient for
most small implants composed of lightweight alloys. Implementation of
implant specific optimal keV’s can be valuable to provide sufficient
MAR while not degrading overall image contrast too much at high
keV’s. DECT artifact reduction is less effective for increasing molecular
weight metals, larger implants and metals with sharp edges. Switching
to higher keV’s might provide some additional artifact reduction,
however in these cases MAR software is advised. The combined use of
DECT with MAR software is often but not always the best solution since
MAR software tends to introduce new artifacts in case of lightweight
metals. We strongly recommend evaluating conventional non-MAR re-
ference images next to MAR images due to the possible introduction of
these secondary artifacts. Furthermore, the irregular shape and high
density of dental implants and coils seems to be problematic for most
algorithms. In those cases both techniques fail to remove the artifacts.

Since metal artifacts differ due to differences in size, geometry and
alloys of metal hardware, clinicians should be encouraged to provide
implant specific information to the radiologist prior to scanning in
order to adjust the metal artifact reduction approach, minimize artifacts
and optimize image quality and diagnostic value of CT.
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